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Introduction
This large photo album was probably covered in leather and a
really beautiful presentation. In 2015, the front cover is
missing and the bones are exposed. The story inside is quite
different. The album has alternating sets of plain and fancy
pages decorated with full-color images of pansies on a
background of gold leaf.

This is a “small” album only 25 photos filling of 32
frames. All photos are formal studio types of family
members and a few friends on cards. Most photos
are from a narrow range of the 1880s to 1890s during
her teenage years. Most photos in this album have
captions on the back or below the photo on the album frame.
After she married my grandfather, Frank Anderson Bliley, June 21, 1905, Lula
constructed a much more elaborate black paper album with many more photos
of all kinds and thoughtfully place them in rough chronological order and with
detailed captions. This album is a photographic family tree and a real treasure.
While this album has fewer photos than the later one, there are still some
handsome portraits that make this one worth viewing.
Charles A. Bliley
Rochester, NY, USA

Photographic Images of Pages and Individual Photographs
The album (9" x 11" x 2") was also photographed as found in the Boulder archives
for quick reference. Then, scans were made of each photo in the order in which
they appear in the album.
The following is a list of file names created during this project in the master file
folders. You are free to embellish this list by adding your own notes. Variations
of these files many be created at lower resolution for reference and Web
purposes. The page and photo sequence in the original Web gallery can be used
for reference to see the relationship of the photos to others in the album.
All photo filenames incorporate the names of the individual whenever a caption
was present or known from another credible source. For example: “Bliley,
Wilfred H. - Card 2-Front-1200.tif” Dates are included whenever found on the
photo.
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Scanning Techniques and Practices
The album consisted pages containing one frame on each page for a photo. The
photos were removed from the album frame and scanned individually. All files
are in the TIFF format to retain the image’s high quality.
NOTE: All images were color corrected and adjusted for maximum clarity to
remove effects of aging or tinting, or to improve the contrast to bring out
“hidden” details. Consequently, these scans may not represent the actual
images as seen in 2015. These adjustments were done for the benefit of
future viewers who may not have the tools of skills to make these
adjustments.

Album 6. Lula Dawson Bliley Family Album 2 —
Photos
Album Reference Photos
Album 6. Dawson, Lula - Family Album 2 3.4 View-Front.tif
Album 6. Dawson, Lula - Family Album 2 3.4 View-Rear.tif
Album 6. Dawson, Lula - Family Album 2 Sample Pages.tif

Individual Photos
Brown, Grandpa Stepfather of Alice Hall Dawson-Front-1200.tif
Brown, Grandpa Stepfather of Alice Hall Dawson-Rear-600.tif
Curson, Mother & Daughter-Fornt-1200.tif
Curson, Reverend- Corry, PA-Front 1200.tif
Dawson, Alice Hall & Richard G. -Front-1200.tif
Dawson, Alice Hall & Richard G. -Rear-600.tif
Dawson, John G, C1890-Front-1200.tif
Dawson, John G, C1890-Rear-600.tif
Dawson, Katherine Pound C1890-Front-1200.tif
Dawson, Katherine Pound C1890-Rear-600.tif
Dawson, Lula & Richard G 1889-Front-1200.tif
Dawson, Lula Unknown Friend 1 C1889-Front-1200.tif
Dawson, Richard G. & Dog "Yum Yum", 1889-Front-1200.tif
Dawson, Richard G. C1898-Front-1200.tif
Dawson, Richard G. C1898-Rear-600.tif
Hancock, Katherine Roof, Corry, C1889-Front-1200.tif
Mary Dawson Wooster & Georgia Olmstead 1894-Front-1200.tif
Mary Dawson Wooster & Georgia Olmstead 1894-Rear-600.tif
Myer, Glen, Corry, PA-Front-1200.tif
Roof, Mary Dawson "Aunt Minnie"-Front-1200.tif
VanDyke, Daisy Edwards C1889-Front-1200.tif
Wilber, Tammie Myer, Corry, PA-Fornt-1200.tif
Wooster, Mary Dawson & Richard G. Wooster, C1891-Front-600.tif
Wooster, Mary Dawson & Richard G. Wooster, C1891-Front-1200.tif
Wooster, Mary Dawson & Richard G. Wooster, C1891-Rear-600.tif
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